Quick Guide

Just
Talk

MAIC® home screen
MAIC is supported by MLS devices and
you’ll find it on your home screen.

MAIC®
You can activate “Automatic MAIC
activation” by choosing the MAIC
application via the main menu.

In that way, any time you unlock your
device, MAIC will be activated and will be
operational for a few seconds.
Κάθε φορά που ξεκλειδώνετε τη συσκευή

Apart from Talk&Call and Talk&Drive,
the remaining MAIC services require
an internet connection in order to
function.

MAIC® Settings
Every time you unlock your device
MAIC is activated for a few
seconds, during which
you can open any of the
preset applications, have
access to important
Settings of your device,
search the internet, look
for YouTubeΤΜ, videos, find pharmacies
and hospitals on duty, the closest gas
stations and learn the weather forecast.
MAIC can be activated with one of the 3
following ways:
• Every time you unlock your device
• By touching the MAIC icon in your home
screen
• By tapping the MAIC icon in applications

Κλήση με φωνή®
In order to activate the “Voice Call”
application, just tap the MAIC icon and,
when asked to speak, say “Call + the
contact you would like to call”.
Furthermore, you can
tap the “Voice Call”
icon in your home
screen to voice call
any contact you like,
in a quick and easy
manner.

Your smart MLS device will hear the name,
no matter how you had input it (greek,
greeklish, language combinations, i.e.
John OIkonomou) and will automatically
call the person you would like to speak
with.

Voice Message®
In order to activate the “Voice Message”
application, just tap the MAIC icon and,
when asked to speak, say “Message+ the
contact you would like to send it to”.
Furthermore,
you
can tap the “Voice
Message” icon in
your
applications.
Initially, same as with
Voice Call®, speak the
recipient’s name
and then dictate the message you would
like to send

You can always proofread your message
before you send it.

Τalk&SMSinCAR® (mesaging in car)
In case you want to send a message from
your car, you can use the Talk&SMS® in
CAR application. Tap the “Talk&SMS“ icon
in applications.
Unlike the regular function of Talk&SMS®,
the recording automatically stops when
you stop dictating. The application will
then automatically read the message
it recognized for your confirmation and
then you can send, repeat, edit or cancel
the message by voice command. In that
way, the entire process will be completed
without you having to read or tap any key
at your device!

Τalk&Email®
To activate Talk&Email just
tap the MAIC key and, when
asked to speak, say “Email“. The following image
will appear on the screen,
where you will
dictate your message. As soon as you
complete your dictation, tap the send key.

In case you wish to change something on
your text, do not worry - you can always
correct your message before you send it.
The first time that you’ll send an e-mail,
you’ll have to pick which e-mail account
the program will use.

Τalk&Search®
With Talk&Search® you can now voice
search GoogleΤΜ in your language.
To activate Talk&Search just
tap on the MAIC icon and,
when asked, say “search”
or tap the Talk&Search
key®.
Dictate your search text,
i.e. Nick Galis, and the search engine will
generate all relative results. You can also
search for people, locations, restaurants
etc., even in english, i.e. Michael Jackson
or Shark and all relative results will
appear.

Furthermore, there are the following
options regarding “search”:
If you say “YouTube Antonis Remos”,
MAIC will show you all related Remos’

videos. If you say “Play Mitropanos Rosa”
then MAIC will find the video and start
playing it automatically.
If you say “Restaurant + the name of the
restaurant you’re interested in”, MAIC
will locate the restaurant and will show
you on the screen the map location,
option for instant call to the restaurant
but also navigation instructions on how
to immediately visit it via Talk&Drive. In
case you have not yet connected your
earphones to the device, you can perform
these commands by voice.
If you say “Encyclopedia elephant”, the
relevant entry in MLS Pedia will appear.

Τalk&Watch® for YouTubeTM
Now you can do a voice search on YouTube™.
To activate Talk&Watch just touch the
MAIC icon and when asked to speak, say
“YouTube search” and MAIC will ask for
your search subject.
.
You can also look for greek videos, such
as Sakis Rouvas Se pethymisa, as well as
videos in english, i.e. Coldplay.

Voice photograph®
With MLS Talk&Photo® you can now take
pictures only with your voice.
To activate MLS Talk&Photo® , just tap on
the MAIC icon and, when asked to speak,
say “selfie”.

Talk&Photo® will take your picture, as
long as you say one of the words “selfie”,
“photograph”, “smile”, “take picture”.

You can also activate the MLS
Τalk&Photo® application by tapping the
relative icon on your application screen.

Translation®
With MLS Τalk&Translate® MAIC can
translate
a word or a sentence
from greek to english and vice versa
and show you the translated text on the
screen while, at the same time, you can
listen to the correct pronunciation by
tapping
!

To activate MLS Talk&Translate® , just
tap on the MAIC icon and, when asked to
speak, say “Translation”.
MAIC will reply: “Dictate the text you want
translated”
For example, if you say” “Good morning”
MAIC will translate it in english: “Good
morning” by showing the text on the

screen and will read aloud the translation
with the correct pronunciation.
With the change language key
you can chose to translate
from greek to english and from english to
greek.
You can also activate MLS Talk&Translate®
by tapping on the relative icon on
the second screen. When using MLS
Talk&Translate, you can do a new
translation by tapping the icon
.

Gas stations®
With Gas Stations® ,
MAIC can locate the
nearest gas stations
to your location. By
picking the ones
you prefer, it will
give you the route
instructions, as well
as the addresses.
You
can
chose
“Navigation” in order
to reach gas station of your choice in the
shortest way possible.

Pharmacies®
With Pharmacies® ,
MAIC can locate the
nearest pharmacies
to your location.
By picking the ones
you prefer, it will
give you the route
instructions, as well
as the addresses.
You
can
chose
“Navigation” in order
to reach gas station of your choice in the
shortest way possible.

Voice Navigatio Talk&Drive®

.

Navigate anywhere with
the touch of a key and the
speed offered by the top
navigation system MLS,
the No.1 in sales MLS
Destinator Talk&Drive®.

Just tap on the “Talk&Drive” icon in your
home screen, talk to the device and the
MLS Destinator navigator will guide you
to your destination, easily, quickly and
with safety.

Some of the MLS Destinator characteristics
are:
Route calculator, detailed navigation
with clear visual and sound instructions,
two-dimensional and three-dimensional
map option for your convenience, route
calculation without the use of GPS, route
calculation based on coordinates that
have been received via text message,
quick re-calculation of your route,
option to save multiple maps of different
countries in just one memory card.

Alarm clock®
To activate your voice alarm clock tap
on the MAIC icon and say “alarm clock” or
“wake up” or “wake
me up”. MAIC will
reply:
“Dictate
the time” and the
left screen will
simultaneously
appear, while it’s waiting for you to talk.
Dictate the time. For example, “8 in the
morning” “9 fifteen at night” “twenty past
7 pm”
The alarm clock will be automatically
set and MAIC will open the alarm clock
screen.

Calculator®
To activate your calculator, you can tap
the MAIC icon
And say “Calculate”
or “Calculator”.
MAIC will answer
back “Speak the
operation you
want me to perform” and the left screen
will simultaneously appear, while it’s
waiting for you to talk.
For example, you can say “2548
times1245” or “25487 divided by
154”
MAIC will show the result and will also
dictate it for you
.

WARNING: Only the 4 basic operations
(addition, abstraction, multiplication,
division). The range of numbers MAIC can
perceive is -99999 to 99999.

Encyclopedia®
With Encyclopedia®
your device is
transformed in a mobile encyclopedia.
MAIC will track down all the information
that you need, but also read aloud a
synopsis of the results found for you.
To activate Encyclopedia® , just tap on the
MAIC icon and, when asked to speak, say
“Encyclopedia”. MAIC will reply: “Dictate
the search subject” For example, if you

say: “lion” MAIC will show you the text
and the pictures (if available), and it will
also read aloud the first two sentences of
the text.
While you’re using the Encyclopedia
application, you can perform a new searh
just by tapping the key .

MLS Live
With
MLS
Live
you have access
to a series of LIVE
updates, only by using
your voice. In order to
get information from
an MLS Live service,
just tap the MAIC icon
and when:
You’re asked to speak,
say for example “open pharmacies” or
“gas stations” or “hospitals” and MAIC will
locate those nearest to you and navigate
you there using Τalk&Drive.
Furthermore, by saying “weather” you’ll
get information on the weather forecast
of your region!
You can activate the
MLS Services just
by touching the
relative icon on
the application
screen.

Voice keyboard
Tap the box
on the lower left side on
the applications that include a keyboard
and dictate your text. MAIC will type it for
you.

When you’re sending a message, the
microphone icon will appear with the
indication Talk&SMS. Furthermore, when
you’re sending an E-mail or a Gmail,
the microphone icon will present the
indication Talk&Email.

MLS Caller ID®
With MLS Caller ID® , you can see who
calls you before you answer the call.
Furthermore, you can search
for a telephone number.
When you receive a call from
a number that is not in your

contact list, MLS Caller ID® will show
you the registered name/ address, if it is
registered.

To search for a telephone number, just
enter it in the corresponding box and MLS
Caller ID® will show you the information
of its owner, as it is registered.

You can also activate MLS Caller ID®
by tapping on the relative icon on the
application screen.

The information included in the manual
that you’re holding are indicative.
Real time functions vary, depending on the
operating system edition of the device.
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